Abstract-String variant alias names are surnames which are string variant form of the primary name. Extracting string variant aliases are important in tasks such as information retrieval, information extraction, and name resolution etc. String variant alias extraction involves candidate alias name extraction and string variant alias validation. In this paper, string variant aliases are first extracted from the web and then using seven different string similarity metrics as features, candidate aliases are validated using ensemble classifier random forest. Experiments were conducted using string variant namealias dataset containing name-alias data for 15 persons containing 30 name-alias pairs. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms other similar methods in terms of accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Aliases are surnames or nicknames for a known name. Alias extraction is an information extraction problem that involves extracting and validating alias names. There are many kinds of aliases are there in the web like string variant aliases, lexically structured and semantic aliases etc [1] [2] [3] . The problem of string variant alias name extraction is referred by names like approximate name matching, string similarity calculation, duplicate record detection etc.Approximate name matching is the problem of searching for approximate matches of name in the web and hence it is called as approximate name matching.
Name variation occurs because of transcription errors, translation errors, and lack of standard format etc. Presence of spelling variation of same name makes integration of data, ontology integration etc difficult. String variation may be because of unintentional misspelling of the name or may be because of translation of web page contents from one language to another. In either of the aforementioned cases, the variant names are aliases of the primary name. For example, Arnold Schwarzenegger name has several name variants like Arnoldschwarzeneger, Arnold schwazenegger and also non string similar alias names like 'the Governator',' terminator', 'Arnie'. Some alias names can be found by simple approximate string matching algorithms while others are difficult to find since many are syntactically dissimilar [4] . This makes extracting all the aliases of a known name a challenging task. Identifying spelling variants of an entity is difficult in web because they do not share any common pattern of variation. A widely used notion of string similarity is the edit distance which is the minimum number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to transform one string into the other [5] .It is the commonly used similarity measure for measuring string similarity [6] .Various studies has been conducted in the past to investigate the performance of string similarity metrics [7] [8] [9] . No string similarity measure suits for all different types of domains. Some string similarity metrics operate at letter level (like Levenshtein, Smith Waterman Similarityetc) and some other at token level (like Jaccard, tf-idf).String similarity can be calculated using string similarity metrics, token based distance function and Hybrid distance functions [7] . Thus different string similarity metrics helps in identifying different string variant names for a known name.
A Closely related field to string variant alias name extraction is spelling correction [10] , where the aim is to find the nearest similar lexicon word. Another closely related field is record matching [11] in statistics field, where the aim is to use statistical models to whether a pair of records relate to same. In Duplicate record detection, the aim is to find similarity between two records in the database systems.
The problem of string variant alias name extraction is difficult because of different kinds of string variant aliases, size of web, difficulty in validating the extracted aliases etc. Spelling variant and orthographic variants of primary names are considered as string variant aliases. Orthographic variation includes hyphenation, punctuation, capitalization, word beaks etc and string variant alias name includes addition, substitution or elimination of one or more letters in the name to form alias name. String variant name is prevalent in web pages, blogs and posts because of the typographical errors, misspellings, abbreviations, pronunciation variation in the names. There also phonetic variants of names where phonemes of the name are modified to form alias names like Sinclair and St. Clair [12] . It is difficult to say whether one string is a variant form of another string or not. This is because there is no uniform pattern of string variation and there are different similarity metrics to measure the degree of similarity between strings.Thus extracting string variant alias names from the web is a challenging task and validating those string variant forms are equally challenging. The absence of any standard benchmark dataset for string similarity detection makes it difficult to compare metrics and algorithms to compare with each other to find best metrics [13] .
Personal names is different from other words in the text. While there is only one spelling for many words, names cannot be considered so. There is a subtle difference between string similarity matching and string variant alias name validation and in this paper both are used in the same sense. There are different N-gram algorithms available for approximate string matching process. According to salton, [14] bigram and tri gram does best suit for approximate string matching. Most string similarity methods are based on a pattern matching, phonetic encoding or hybrid of these methods.
In database systems, this task of string similarity detection is called duplicate entity or record detection [13] . The difference between alias extraction from the web and record duplication detection is, in database records are more structured and formal in design. In web, these strings variants are scattered across web pages and extracting them is difficult. The presence of spell variant or phoneme variant names decreases the accuracy of information retrieval system. In bibliographic databases, knowing different forms of same name of the author helps in increasing the accuracy of the system. In this paper, a new method of extracting string variant alias name is proposed and evaluated using synthetic namealias dataset.
The contribution of the work includes  Extracting string variant alias names from the web  Validating alias names using robust ensemble classifier Random forest.
A. Related Work
Paul Hsiung et al [2] , used link data sets to extract string variant and semantic aliases. He used orthographic features such as string edit distance and semantic features like friends information to to traing a classifier which classifies between an alias or not. Cohen et al, [7] compare different string matching algorithms for name matching tasks and found that a hybrid metrics that combines Jaro-wrinkler with TF-IDF works better in name matching tasks than other metrics like string edit distance or Jaccard coefficient etc.
Lait et al, [15] proposed Phonex, a name matching algorithm of improved version of Soundex algorithm converts each name to four character code to compare two strings achieves significant results that its predecessor Phonex algorithm. Mengmeng du, [16] made an exhaustive study of various approximate name matching methods and found that algorithms based on edit distance with a trie data structure outclasses other methods in terms of language independency and accuracy. Wei Lu et al, [17] proposed edit distance based string similarity search using B + -tree data structure. First they split string collection into partitions and then the strings are indexed using B + tree based on distance of strings in the partition to the string to be compared. The constructed B+ tree then can be used to answer string similarity queries. Peter Christen, [18] made a detailed study on different approximate name matching techniques and came out that no single technique can detection all the string variant names. He found that if the name has large nicknames and name variations, then dictionary based name standardization should be applied before name matching. Elmagarmid et al, [13] done a detailed survey on duplicate record detection in database including character based, token based and phonetic based similarity metrics. While many of the string similarity metrics, approximate name matching algorithm works well in finding similarity between two names, they are not suitable for web given that sheer size of web makes it difficult to use these techniques alone in finding string variant alias names. Yancey [19] compared Jaro-Winkler with edit distance metric and found that Jaro-Winkler works well for name matching tasks for US census data. Bilenko et al., [20] compared the performance of tokenbased and character-based similarity metrics and found soft tf-idf performs much better than other alternatives. The detailed literature survey conducted shows that there are no single good metric and algorithm for web based name string variant name extraction and validation and hence in this work, a method is proposed to extract string variant alias name from the web. Meijuan Yin, et al, [21] proposed an alias extraction method in emails corpus that extracts aliases of sender and receiver. Their method first extracts email ids of sender and receiver, and then extracts their aliases from salutation and signature blocks using NER tools and name boundary word template.
There has been a great deal of attention towards ensemble learning from the machine learning community. The use of ensemble learner, for classification purpose is attractive area of research in recent times. Govindarajan et al, [22] used Support vector machine as base classifier with radial basis function for classification in the applications like intrusion detection, direct marketing and signature verification. This method proposed of three phase namely preprocessing, classification and combining, where an ensemble classifier is constructed by resampling and the final decision is taken by voting of classifiers. Ensemble learning algorithms perform consistently well for biological data. Ensemble of bagging, boosting performs well for gene expression data for cancer classification [23] . 
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B. Motivation and Justification of the Proposed Approach
There are many algorithms and string similarity metrics available for validating similarity of two names but there are very few methods proposed by researchers for web based string variant alias name extraction and validation. Motivated by this, in this paper a new method for web based string variant alias name extraction is proposed.
There are plethora of algorithms available for approximate name matching and string similarity detection tasks. Many of these algorithms and string similarity metrics provides good results in name matching process. Most of the name errors in the web are simple errors where either a letter was deleted or added or replaced with another letter. String similarity may be the best way to find similar strings in web pages. Boosted trees and random forest performs well compared to other supervised classification algorithms on a variety of datasets [24] . Justified by this, in this paper, a novel method for string variant alias name extraction from the web using best of string similarity metrics as features for a random forest ensemble classifier is proposed.
C. Organization of the paper
The section II gives overview of the proposed method, string similarity metrics, procedure involved in extracting candidate aliases. Section III deals with experiments conducted, result and discussion. Section IV concludes the paper. Fig 1 shows the proposed method of string variant alias name extraction process from the web. This process consists of two phases namely string variant name extraction and string variant name validation. During string variant name extraction, spell variant queries are issued to the search engine to obtain different string variants of the same name. Each name-string variant pair is then used to calculate seven different string similarity metrics which are then used as features for a trained ensemble classifier random forest. The ensemble classifier random forest then classifies whether the input string variant name is alias or non-alias.
II. METHOD
A. Proposed Method
B. Procedure for Extracting String Variant Alias from the Web
Proposing an algorithm for extracting string variant alias name is still a research problem yet to be solved. The following procedure extracts a small number of string variant alias names out of many scattered across web pages.
Step 1: Query the search engine with queries of the form "first name" -"name" Object (for example "Arnold sw*" -" Arnold Schwarzenegger" terminator) to obtain 'n' number of snippets and extract nouns that occurs in the place of the pattern "sw*".
Step 2: similarly Search with the query of the form "first name" -"name" Object ("Ar* schwarzeneger" -"Arnold Schwarzenegger" terminator) and extract nouns that occurs in the place of the pattern "Ar*".
Step 3: Add the extracted strings to string variant alias name pool.
Similarly if the name contains two consecutive alphabets like in the case of Arnold Schwarzenegger, one of the alphabet is dropped and then a query like "Arnold schwarzeneger" is issued to find the number of web pages. If it surpasses the threshold, it is added to the alias pool. If the name is in the form of acronym in many number of web pages, it is also added to the alias pool.
C. String Similarity Metrics
Seven string similarity metrics were used as features to find string variant alias names. As Hamming distance can be applied only if the strings are of same length, it cannot be applied to check string variant names, as it cannot be always ensured that the primary and string variant aliases will be of same size.
Levenshtein Distance(or) String Edit Distance
String edit distance, [25] is the minimum number of single-character edits (insertions, deletions and substitutions) required to change name into the alias. 
Smith Waterman Similarity
SmithWatermanSimilarity, [26] between name and alias finds an optimal local alignment between name and alias, and returns the number of one-element matches.
Where element refers to letter in string.
Jaro-Winkler Distance
Jaro wrinkle distance, [27] is used to find similarity between two strings.
Where, dj=Jaro Distance, m = number of matching characters, t = number of transposed characters, |s1| = length of the name and |s2| = length of the alias.
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Dice Coefficient
Dice coefficient between any two words can be used in information retrieval system [28] .
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Q Gram Distance
Q gram distance, is the number of q grams that are similar between the name and alias. If q=2, then the method will return number of bi-gram words that are similar between the two strings. Elmagarmid et al, [13] used q gram distance for duplicate record detection. 
Cosine Similarity
Cohen William, [7] combined cosine similarity with tf.idf similarity to compute similarity of two strings. Cosine similarity is a common vector based similarity measure, in which input strings are transformed into vector space to find the cosine of angle between them. Where A,B are input string vectors.
D. Random Forest Classifier
The idea of ensemble classifier [29] , is to build different models and combining them for the better prediction .In ensemble learning, the main aim is to build an ensemble of classifiers and for classification of a new instance, their individual decisions are combined. Unlike ordinary machine learning algorithms, which construct a single hypothesis using training data, ensemble learning algorithms construct a series of hypothesis and use them for prediction by combining the hypothesis. The generalization ability of the ensemble learner will be more compared to the individual learners.
There are two types of ensemble learning methods [30] .In averaging method, several models are built from the training set and their results are averaged out. Example of such learners includes bagging, random forest etc. In contrast, boosting method builds models sequentially in order to reduce models bias. Example of such learners include Boosting, Well known ensemble learning methods are boosting [31] , bagging [32] , voting [33] , and stacking [34] .
Random forest, [35] is an ensemble learning method for regression and classification. Random forest constructs a number of decision trees from the bootstrap samples drawn from the training set. Apart from this, it also introduces another randomness. During splitting of attributes, best attributes among a subset of randomly selected attributes are used for constructing decision trees. Thus it adds an additional layer of randomness compared to bagging. Finding the optimal number of trees required for the random forest is a challenging task. There is not always guarantee that, as the number of tree goes, prediction accuracy will go up. It is also equally true that beyond an optimal number of trees, a further addition to the trees would yield no improvement to the prediction accuracy [36] .
The working strategy of random forest classifier is as follows.
For 1 to number of trees
Draw a bootstrap sample of size N from dataset and construct a tree For each sample from the bootstrap sample Select a set of variables random from all available variables Among the selected variables pick the best split point Split the node into two daughter nodes Where B is the number of trees in the random forest.
The error rate of prediction is obtained as follows For each iteration, predict the instances that are not used for learning (out-of-bag) using the decision tree and the averaging out of these decisions will yield Out of Bag error rate. Unlike simple decision tree, random forest trains using bootstrapping of samples from the training set. Thus by randomly sampling the instances with replacement, each decision tree is constructed and thus reduces the error rate.
III. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Data Set
Since to the best of authors' knowledge there is no significant benchmark dataset for string variant alias name, a synthetic dataset of string variant alias name was created. The dataset set contains 30 name-alias pairs for 15 persons containing were collected from the web by manually searching with spell variant queries to the web. If the results surpasses a predefined threshold, then that does mean that such spell variant forms are prevalent in the web. Such prevalent spell variant names are then added in the dataset and are used here for the experiments. Even though other forms of string variants like acronyms It is because string similarity metrics considered for the experiments does poorly for such forms of variants. All the string variant alias names were extracted from the web in order to test the proposed method with real world dataset. Table 1 shows partial list of string variant namealias dataset used for the experiment
B. Performance Metric
The performance of string variant alias name process can be measured by its accuracy. Where n is the number of name-alias pairs to be classified.
C. Experiments, Results and Discussion
First, candidate string variant aliases are extracted from the web for every name-alias pair in the dataset. The extracted spell variant forms of the names are added to the potential string variant alias name list. In our experiments, potential names were in unigram, mostly bigram and trigrams were potential string variant names. In the experiments, apart from spell variant forms of names, various other kinds of string variant forms like names in acronym form, shortened form of names separated by periods etc are encountered. All the variations of name extracted except duplicates were added to the potential string variant alias list. Table 2 shows the list of candidate aliases for "Mahendra Singh Dhoni". Three letter level string similarity coefficients and four string level similarity coefficients discussed in section 2.2 are calculated for each pair of name -string variant alias in the dataset. The seven feature vectors for each pair of name-string variant alias are then input to random forest classifier to classify between alias and non-alias names. The Performance of different methods and metrics for string variant alias name detection is compared to find the accuracy of the proposed method. For this experiment, few important string similarity metrics are taken out of large number of metrics available for the purpose of comparison. For the proposed method using random forest, 100 trees were constructed and the results were averaged out. The overall accuracy of the proposed method using random forest classifier is determined by performing 10 fold cross validation, which is the default cross validation value in weka [37] and results are tabulated in table 3. It is evident from the table 3 that proposed method outperforms the existing method and metrics that are normally used for string similarity calculation. String variant alias name extraction method proposed by Paul Husing using edit and normalized string edit distance and using these as features in SVM classifier also performs well compared to other simple string similarity metrics.
It should also be noted that usage of simple metrics like string edit distances, Levenshtein distance gives good results because many string variant aliases can be detected simply by letter replacements between name and aliases.The proposed method uses random forest classifier for alias name classification. Performance of different classifiers in alias name classification is studied and is noted down in table 4. It can be inferred from the table 4 that ensemble classifier random forest better classifies string variant alias name than others i.e., Random forest classifiers identify string variant alias names more accurately than other classifiers.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Alias extraction involves extracting candidate aliases and validating those candidate alias names. Alias extraction can be used in natural language processing applications like Question and answering, Information retrieval, Information extraction etc. In this paper, a novel method of string variant alias extraction from the web is proposed. First, for every known personal name, candidate alias names are extracted from the web. Then, seven different string similarity metrics were calculated for every name-alias pairs, and used as features for Random forest classifier. Random forest classifier classifies every string variant alias as valid or invalid alias names. Experiments were conducted using string variant name-alias data set for 15 persons containing 30 name-alias pairs. Results shows that proposed method outperforms other existing works.
Future work includes extracting other kinds of alias names like semantic aliases. Although lot of methods are there for string variant and orthographically alias name extraction and identification, scaling them to suit the need to web corpus remains a challenging task. Usage of string variant alias names in information retrieval, information extraction are still a research problem. There many of kinds of string variant alias names like phonetic variant aliases, variations because of translations, variations because of mixing up name and middle or last name etc. Extracting all these variants from the web requires robust algorithm for extraction as well as validation. Working with non-English language for extracting string variant alias has its own challenges.
